Transform your old
bathroom fixtures into new
sparkling peace of art
www.supremebathrefinishing.com

718-219-0551 / 212-951-0507

THE SCOPE
OF THE
WORK

BATHTUB AND TILE REGLAZING
Bathroom Reglazing, Refinishing, Resurfacing and Refacing are all terms to describe the process
of the restoration of an old and warn out bathroom surface. It is cost effective alternative for the
replacement. Not only will your refinished bathroom look better, but it will also be better protected
against water, mold, and other environmental threats.
BATHTUB REGLAZING may take 2-3 hours to complete.BATHTUB & WALL TILES BATHTUB AND TILE
REGLAZING may take 6-7 hours to complete. SINK REGLAZING OR SHOWER PAN REGLAZING may
take 1-2 hours to complete The surface can not be used for 112-24 hours.
The ideal condition is a dust free space.IIf you are renovating your bathroom, all work needs to be
done prior to Reglazing except shower door installation and vanity or sink if they are close to the
bathtub(need at least 6 inch between them).
Reglazing involves multiple important steps: Cleaning the surface with special cleaners, etching the
surface if it is needed, fixing cracks and imperfections as much as possible, masking the area to
protect from over spray, applying saline bond before applying primer(2 coats), non skid application
if it requested by a customer and finishing the process by applying top coat(3-4 coats). If you are
GETTING TILES REGLAZED, grout lines will get fixed where it is needed before reglazing.
We use Acrylic Polyurethane as our top coat which is more durable comparing to other old school
epoxy. The finish is high gloss and wet finish and has a really presentable look. The life expectancy
is 10-15 years with proper use and maintenance. Can be reglazed in any color from this color chart,
www.supremebathrefinishing.com/colors/. We use American Standard White as our default color.
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Heavily warned out bathtub turned into the GEM

If your BATHTUB OR TILES WERE PAINTED BEFORE we will strip the old paint or sand it down free of
charge. We do not charge like most other companies do to remove the old paint. We can not touch up
worn out previous paint, all need to be redone. Because touch ups do not blend in and our glaze will
not stick in on old paint.
If you are already leaving in the apartment and have some stuff in the bathroom, all needs to be cleared
as much as possible. Remaining stuff which can not be removed will get covered with masking paper to
avoid over-spray.
Because we use high pressure spray system some OVER SPRAY may occur. We try our best to
contaminate all of it in the bathroom but some times it may leak through holes or cracks. Closing doors
to the bedrooms and and covering furniture and stuff are advised.
If you SHOWER DOORS ALREADY HAVE BEEN INSTALLED then they have to be removed and we can
work around the frame only. If your sink or vanity is already installed we can only work around them
unless you remove it before we come. If the SPACE BETWEEN BATHTUB AND SINK is less then 6 inch
we may not be able to spray all the way to the corner of the tub. But that area is not visible to the eye
(no worries).
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The process of refinishing has some ODORS. It is close to nail polish smell. But we will be ventilating
your bathroom by using portable Pelsue Axial Blower,1325P when applying our top coat with. The
beauty of this machine is its power and being portable. So if you do not have window in your bathroom
no worries we can use any window which is close to your bathroom and this machine can flex up 40ft
and up.
We use Fuji Q5 PLATINUM QUIET HVLP Spray System to apply our final top coat. This machine with the
proper application technique will give your fixtures a stunning high gloss look.

Fuji Q5 PLATINUM QUIET HVLP

Pelsue Axial Blower,1325P

IMPORTANT! Please make sure that there is no water leak from the faucet, knobs or shower head. We can
not perform the work with leaky faucets.
After the completion of the application we will remove masking paper as much as possible but some of it
may remain. Specifically around the bathtub, because bathtub will still be wet and technician can not reach
those areas to remove paper without damaging the glaze. It should be removed next day and WE WILL
NOT COME BACK for it.
PLEASE NOTE: We can not take garbage with us. Can dispose it for you in your preferred or designated
area.
Silicone or caulk can be applied between
bathtub and wall tiles if the space is not
bigger the 1/4 of inch for extra charge upon
customer’s request. Please note that caulking
does not come as a default with reglazing
and needs to be requested if it is needed by
a customer. Over the time of bathroom usage,
caulking tends to get moldy and dirty which is
natural and we can not prevent that
Gray otdated tiles turned into sparkling white
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Silicone or caulk can be applied
between bathtub and wall tiles if the
space is not bigger the 1/4 of inch for
extra charge upon customer’s request.
Please note that caulking does not
come as a default with reglazing and
needs to be requested if it is needed
by a customer. Over the time of
bathroom usage, caulking tends to get
moldy and dirty which is natural and
we can not prevent that
CHIP REPAIR

When grout gets molded it can not
be cleaned. Because grout is porous
and all dirt and mold got absorbed.
REGROUTING will be the only way we
can bring up your tiles back to life.
But over the time of normal usage it
may got molded again. We can not
guarantee that! If sanded grout was
used on the wall previously, we may
not be able to remove it completely.

TILE REGROUTING

Floor tiles can be reglazed too. The
life expectancy on floor reglazing is
little short compared to wall regalzing
because it is on high foot traffic
area. We can still do it for you but no
warranty!

FLOOR REGLAZING
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FLOOR POWER WASH

The space between tiles on the floor is really hard to clean or regrout. It is because old floors usually got
cement instead of grout which really hard to remove or even clean because it is very porous. In this case
we do POWER WASH with electric tool to spruce up the surface.

DRAIN STOPPER AND OVERFLOW CAP

A corroded or damaged bathtub drain makes your bathtub’s look ugly even your bathtub is already
refinished. We can not replace the whole drain system because we do not have plumbing experience but
we can put a stopper on top your old drain. Choosing the right bathtub drain stopper will ensure you years
of trouble-free operation and minimal maintenance.
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NON-SLIP BATHTUB BOTTOM APPLICATION
Bathtub Non-Slip Anti-Slip Solutions – Bathtub non-slip can be added to any bathtub surface.
Provides a safe and secure feeling. Our bathtub anti-slip services do not have any sharp grit and
provide comfort while bathing or getting in or out of your bathtub. We make it oval or square shape.
And you will feel more secure!
Each project is different and unique. The quickest way to get an estimate is to email some pictures
of your bathroom with some details to supremebath@gmail.com and you will get a detailed estimate
within a minutes during the working hours 9am - 5pm Monday-Friday.
We are licensed and insured. All paperwork is available upon request. If you need COI (certificate
of insurance) for your building, please kindly send all requirements to supremebath@gmail.com.
Requirements can be obtained from your managing agent.
As for the referrals, we can not share our customers information for security and privacy reasons but
you are welcome to check our social media account where our customers shared their experience online. Please check our website www.supremebathrefinishing.com for our social media links.
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CARE & MAINTENANCE
DO NOT lay soap, bottles or any object on the finished surface, put them on a shampoo rack.
Make sure that your faucets are not leaky. Leaky faucets will damage the surface around the drain
Clean and finish regularly with soap and sponge (this is called surface conditioning) to remove any
dust that might have settled. In older tubs, you may encounter GOUGES, PAINT CONTAMINATION or
PINHOLES. It is normal condition but will not cause surface failure.
DO NOT use an abrasive cleaner, which will scratch the surface. Bleach is not recommend to use. May
dull the surface over the time
DO NOT drop sharp objects on the finish, which may cause it to chip. SCRATCHES, CHIPS or any
kind of MAN MADE DAMAGE are not covered by warranty and subject for extra charge if service is
requested. Please inspect your place throughly before technician leaves, we are not responsible for
anything happens after we leave the place.
All LEAKY FAUCETS must be repaired to protect the finish against the eroding action of dripping water,
which may cause the finish to crack and wear out prematurely.
Destruction of the finish may occur through improper use of acid bearing compounds (drain openers,
tile grout cleaners). All chemicals (cosmetics, bleach, hair dyes, perfumes…) must be kept away from
the finish, for it may stain or mar the finish.
DO NOT use a RUBBER MAT, ESPECIALLY WITH SUCTION CUPS. Most mats will produce a reaction
with the finish when subjected to hot water.
Regrouted and caulked areas may get moldy and accumulate dirt over the time. We can not prevent it.
Please clean your bathroom regularly to extend your bathroom life.

REGLAZED SURFACE IS GUARANTEED AGAINST BUBBLING, PEELING OR GRAZING FOR PERIOD
OF 3 YEARS FOR RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS AND 1 YEAR FOR COMMERCIAL AND RENTALS.
THIS GURANTEE DOES NOT APPLY TO CHIPPING OR TO CUSTOMER’S NEGLECT. SUCH REPAIRS
WILL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CUSTOMER & NOT THE REFINISHER. BADLY WORNED OR
CORRODED BATHTUBS CAN NOT BE RESTORED TO A PERFECT CONDITION AND MAY HAVE SOME
IMPERFECTIONS.
email: supremebath@gmail.com
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WILL REGLAZING YOUR BATHTUB INCREASE THE
VALUE OF YOUR HOME?
If you’re considering bathtub reglazing as a way to improve your home’s value, you may be wondering if
it holds any value. After all, any home improvement project requires some expenditure, and you want to
be sure that the money you spend will ultimately provide you with some sort of return on your investment.
These are noteworthy points worth considering when answering this question:

1

Bathtub Reglazing Can Restore Your Bathtub to Like-New Condition

If your bathroom is starting to look a little dated, then bathtub reglazing can give it a whole new fresh
clean look. A fresh coat of paint can work wonders, and can make your bathroom fixtures look newly
installed. A no spray bathtub restoration resurrects your bathtub to excellent condition without odors, major
construction, dust, or enormous exorbitant expense, and when performed by certified professionals, with
a warranty, which could be a driver of influence for potential buyers, and possibly even lead to a higher
selling price.
Because bathtub reglazing makes such a significant difference to the overall appearance of your bathroom,
it’s likely it could increase the value of your home. This is especially true if your bathroom was looking a
little run-down before you reglazed it.
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2

It’s a Relatively Inexpensive Project

Compared to other home improvement projects, bathtub reglazing is quite inexpensive; however, as often
true in most things, you get what you pay for. Lower price points can mean a lesser end product when
cheaper materials and ordinary equipment is used. Choosing a team that makes no compromises on
material or specialized equipment is worth the few extra dollars for the significant aesthetic improvements
and added safety it will provide.

3

Appealing

Whether you’re planning on selling your home or renting out your property as a vacation rental or
residence, then bathtub reglazing is likely to attract buyers and tenants. Rust, mildew, and other issues are
remedied during a restoration which makes your like-new bathroom appealing. After all, who wouldn’t want
to live in a property with a brand new bathroom? This could lead to higher rental prices and increased
interest in your property.
If selling your home is in your future, then bathtub reglazing is definitely worth considering. Dramatic
changes in areas like bathrooms and kitchens impress buyers and can certainly drive traffic, contributing to
a higher selling price.

4

Affordable, Fast, and Easy

Unlike a complete bathroom remodel that can drain the bank, take weeks to complete from beginning to
end, and can require the skills of more than one trade, reglazing and refinishing is cost effective, takes
much less time, and can be done with little to no disruption to your home or business.

CONCLUSION
If you’re ready for the new way to resurface, Supreme Bath Refinishing has been proudly serving New York
City and New Jersey areas since 2000. Using our new innovative technique, our 5 star rated service has
your bathroom back in business in 12 hours at a price that won’t break your budget. Contact us for a quote
on your project today!

Please scan to see our Reviews or to Contact us
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COST-EFFECTIVE WAYS TO REFINISH YOUR
BATHROOM

Bathroom remodeling doesn’t have to be an
endeavor that soaks up your time and money. If
you’re looking for a cost-effective way to transform
your bathroom, reglazing and refinishing your
existing fixtures is an option worthy of consideration.
Relatively easy for certified professionals, this
worthwhile alternative makes a big impact on the
overall look of your bathroom, turning any atrocity
into art. Some practical upgrades to your space are
featured here:

Bathtub/Shower Stall Reglazing & Refinishing
Bathtubs and/or shower stalls can often be updated and restored to like-new condition with modern
refinishing and reglazing, an approach that also helps protect against water, mold, and other environmental
threats potentially present in a bathroom space.
This option obviously costs significantly less than replacement, but also lessens waste by avoiding the
dumping of your existing tub into a landfill and is completed rather quickly.

Tile Reglazing & Refinishing
So long as it isn’t damaged, you can change your existing tile color without replacing your existing tile.
Applying a fresh enamel rejuvenates floors, and sealing with a protective coating reduces risk of water
damage, scuffs, and other damages.
As with the bathtubs, reglazing & refinishing keeps materials out of landfills, costs less than full
replacement, and is completed in much less time.

Sink & Vanity Reglazing
Using the latest and most effective technology, professionals can upgrade the appearance of your sink
or vanity for 80% less than the cost of completely replacing it, rejuvenating and modernizing your space
swiftly and soundly.
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Chip, Crack & Scratch Repair
What appears to be damage beyond repair may just not be the case. Almost any chip, crack, or scratch
can be repaired to match and blend with its existing color, rendering a smooth and even surface, as though
the mishap never took place.

Tile Regrouting & Steam Cleaning
One of the most common problems with tile grout is mold. It makes your tile look dingy and dirty, not to
mention the variety of potential health risks it poses to your household. Performed skillfully and carefully,
effective steam cleaning can clean and cease mold for good. In extreme cases where steam cleaning
simply isn’t powerful enough to remedy the hazard, the more labor intensive route of regrouting may be
necessary.

CONCLUSION
Whatever method seems right for you, Supreme Bath Refinishing your existing bathroom fixtures is a great
way to upgrade your space without breaking your budget. Providing a variety of refinishing solutions for
your home or business for more than 20 years, our team of certified professionals are ready to renew your
space for the best possible price. Contact us to discuss your project today!
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BATHTUB REFINISHING, DOES IT LAST?
Many homeowners are interested in bathtub refinishing as a way to improve the look of their bathroom
without spending a lot of money. However, one of the most common things that people want to know is
how long the bathtub refinishing lasts.
Let’s take a look at the longevity of bathtub refinishing to help you determine whether or not it’s worth the
investment for you.
Bathtub refinishing is the process of restoring the surface of a bathtub to like-new condition. The process
can be done by either sanding down the existing finish or applying a new coating. The new coating is
usually made of acrylic or urethane and is applied with a spray gun.
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BENEFITS OF REFINISHING YOUR BATHTUB
The main benefit of refinishing a bathtub is that it can make an old, worn-out tub look new again. It can
also be used to change the color of a tub or to repair damage such as chips, cracks, or scratches.
Another key advantage of refinishing is that it’s much less expensive than replacing a tub. It’s also a
relatively quick and easy process that can be done in a few hours. This becomes favorable to the user
because it’s cheaper and faster than replacing the tub.
Refinishing a bathtub is hundreds of dollars, whereas replacing a tub can cost upwards of $3,000, making
it significantly more costly than refinishing it, an absolute driving factor for bathtub users to consider
refinishing rather than buying.
Refinishing your bathtub increases the lifespan of your bathtub, which appreciates its value and cost. With
proper care and cleaning, your new bathtub will last 10 - 15 years.
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5 REASONS FOR REFINISHING YOUR BATHTUB
There are several reasons you might choose to refinish your bathtub:
1. If your tub is old and worn out, refinishing it can make it look new again.
2. If you’re tired of the color of your tub, refinishing it can give it a new look.
3. If your tub has damage such as chips, cracks, or scratches, refinishing can repair the damage and make
it look new again.
4. If you’re planning to sell your home, refinishing your tub can be a good way to increase its value.
5. To increase the lifespan of your bathtub.

CONCLUSION
Refinishing is a great way to transform your old bathroom, making your worn-out tub look new again. It’s
also much more cost effective than replacing a tub, and can be done in a few hours. If you’re planning to
sell your home, refinishing your tub can be a good way to increase its value.
For more information or to start discussing a quote for your project, visit Supreme Bath Refinishing today.
We’re providing a variety of refinishing solutions for homes, organizations, and businesses big and small
in the New York area. What can we do for you?
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